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STEP MEMBER HANDBOOK

Welcome to STEP!
SUZUKI TALENT EDUCATION OF PASADENA

W

e welcome you and your children into our community of support for your child’s music education.
Our group follows the educational philosophies of
Dr. Shinichi Suzuki, a Japanese violin teacher who lived from
1898 to 1998 and revolutionized music education with the
idea that all people have talent and can learn, given an encouraging environment.
In addition to weekly lessons with individual teachers, students enrolled in STEP gather every week for group classes
and recitals. They also participate in periodic concerts, workshops and festivals. STEP is a chapter of Suzuki Music Association of California, Los Angeles Branch (SMAC-LA), in association with the Suzuki Association of the Americas (SAA).

The Suzuki Approach 1
EVERY CHILD
CAN LEARN

MORE THAN FIFTY YEARS AGO, Suzuki realized that all children
learn to speak their native language with ease. Surely all children
could learn music the same way. He was right. His “Mother
Tongue Approach” uses the basic principles of language acquisition—including parent responsibility, loving encouragement,
constant repetition, listening and imitation—to teach music to
all children. All children develop the ability to be “talented.”
1
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adapted from the Suzuki Association of the Americas.

PARENT
INVOLVEMENT

EARLY
BEGINNING

LISTENING

REPETITION
AND REVIEW

ENCOURAGEMENT

LEARNING
WITH OTHER
CHILDREN

AS WHEN A CHILD LEARNS TO TALK, parents are involved in the
musical learning of their child. They attend lessons with the
child and serve as “home teachers” during the week. One parent
often learns to play with the child, so that s/he understands
what the child is expected to do. Parents work with the teacher
to create an enjoyable learning environment. The most important single ingredient for success is the parent’s willingness to
devote regular time to work closely with the child.

THE EARLY YEARS ARE CRUCIAL FOR DEVELOPING mental
processes and muscle coordination. Listening to music should
begin at birth; formal training may begin at age three or four,
but it is never too late to begin.

DAILY LISTENING TO RECORDINGS of the Suzuki repertoire, as
well as music in general, is the nucleus of the Suzuki approach.
Children learn words after hearing them spoken hundreds of
times by others. The more a student listens to the recordings,
the more quickly they will learn.

REPETITION IS ESSENTIAL IN LEARNING to play an instrument.
Children do not learn a word or piece of music and then discard
it. They add it to their vocabulary or repertoire, gradually using it
in new and more sophisticated ways. Each piece then becomes a
building block for the careful development of technique.

AS WITH LANGUAGE, THE CHILD’S EFFORT TO LEARN an instrument should be met with praise and encouragement. Each
child learns at his/her own rate, building on small steps so that
each one can be mastered. Children are also encouraged to support each other’s efforts, fostering an attitude of generosity and
cooperation.

GROUP CLASSES, IN ADDITION TO INDIVIDUAL LESSONS, and
observation of other students’ lessons are valuable aids to motivation. Group class adds the “team” element to the musical ex2

perience: working together, following a leader, and refining
group performances.

PROGRESSIVE
REPERTOIRE

READING
SKILLS

CHILDREN USE LANGUAGE for its natural purpose of communication and self-expression. Pieces in the Suzuki repertoire are
designed to build and introduce new techniques in the context
of the music rather than through dry technical exercises. Pieces
are often presented in small steps, so the child can master the
material with a sense of success, thereby building confidence
and enthusiasm for learning. Each child progresses at his/her
own pace.

CHILDREN LEARN TO READ AFTER their ability to talk has been
well established. In the same way, children learn to read music
after developing basic technical competence on their instruments.
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Registration

S

TEP provides the critical weekly group classes that complement individual lessons with your child’s teacher. Classes are held Monday afternoons at San Marino Congregational United Church of Christ, 2560 Huntington Drive, San
Marino, CA 91108.
• Forms are available at www.suzukieducation.com or from
your individual teacher.
• Class assignments are made by your individual teacher per
semester.
• Forms and payment are due no later than the first class to
avoid late fee.
• All participants must sign a photography release form
annually.
• In addition to STEP registration, we also encourage students to join the Suzuki Music Association of California,
Los Angeles branch (SMAC/LA). SMAC/LA provides
many Suzuki events throughout the year, including Suzuki
graduation and festivals. Other benefits of joining SMAC
include receiving the quarterly newsletter and having the
opportunity
to
apply
for
scholarships
to
summer Institutes. For more information, visit
www.suzukimusiclosangeles.com.
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PAYMENT
OPTIONS

• Please see the registration form for fees information.
• Two payment options: Pay for the entire year of tuition
before the first class in the fall, or pay for each semester
separately. If making separate installments, the second installment is due before the first class of the spring semester.
• The first installment of tuition includes a mandatory activity fee. This includes the cost of attending activities offered throughout the year such as Concerto Night,
Disneyland, All Day Cultural Exchange and other Special
Music events.
• Tuition is based on enrollment, not attendance.

REFUND
POLICY

The refund policy is based on withdrawal date:
1st class – full refund, 2nd class 75%, 3rd class 50%, 4th class 25%,
5th class 0%.

Scholarships
Need-based scholarships are available through the H. Westerlund Memorial Scholarship Fund, which is comprised of community and parent donations. The H. Westerlund Scholarship
Fund was started in memory of Harriet Westerlund, mother of
Liz Arbus, who encouraged a love of music in all of her children.
• Scholarship applications can be downloaded from our
website, where there is a link at the bottom of the “Curriculum” page.
• Application Form, copy of latest federal income tax return, and teacher recommendation forms are due no later
than the second week of classes.

5

Contributing to STEP
STEP appreciates any donations and uses the donations to help
students with financial need attend STEP group classes at a reduced rate.
Donations may be made to the Alan Scott Arbus Memorial
Scholarship Fund at the time of registration or anytime during
the semester.

6
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Weekly Group

L

earning to play in a group is essential for violinists and is
one of the most rewarding experiences of playing the instrument. Group classes are great motivators. They provide opportunities for peers to learn from each other. They
build a sense of community and help students learn to be good
role models for one another.
The purpose of group class is to reinforce the skills and ideas
your child has already learned during individual lessons AND to
have fun. It is a time for review. We will spend a lot of time
working on techniques in the pieces we already know; learning
to play them more beautifully, thoughtfully, and with the best
possible position. If your child has not yet learned a piece covered in class, he or she may “air bow” the piece or sit and observe. Beyond learning specific instrument skills, the goals of
group class include teaching children about performing, working
in a group, following a leader, and musical expression.

GROUP
CLASS
ASSIGNMENT

• Class assignments are made by your child’s individual
teacher each semester and may be evaluated and changed
at the semester break.
• Beginning violin students take a “Pre-Twinkle” repertoire
class each week.
• More advanced students will take one Suzuki repertoire
class in addition to one reading class: theory, note-reading,
or orchestra.
• Students are expected to arrive at least five minutes early
to their class in order to tune and get ready.

7

RECITAL
TIME

All students at all levels are encouraged to attend the half-hour
recital each week. Each student is welcome to perform his/her
latest polished piece with teacher permission. Suzuki students
are known for feeling more at ease on stage and that is due to
this frequent opportunity to perform for each other in group
class. They are also taught to be a respectful audience.
• The sign-up sheet for recital time is available every week.
Please have your teacher’s approval before signing up with
your polished piece.
• Your tuition includes the services of our group accompanist for STEP recital time. Rehearsals available upon request.
• Please observe proper recital etiquette (see page 13 for concert
etiquette guidelines).

SCHEDULE

Our class schedule is as follows:

4 – 4:45 p.m.

4:45 – 5:15
p.m.

5:15 – 6 p.m.

6 – 6:45 p.m.

Violin:
Pre-Twinkle

Music Reading:
Violin:
Late Book 1-Mid
Early Book 1
Book 2

RECITAL TIME FOR EVERYONE

Violin:
Late Book 2
and above

Music Mind
Violin:
Games:
Late Book 1-Mid
Early Book 1
Book 2

String
Orchestra
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ATTENDANCE
POLICY

• Students are required to attend at least 75 percent of their
semester classes in order to perform in the winter and
spring concerts.
• A repertoire list and any supplemental music will be available on the first class period of every semester.
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Group Rules
Students and teachers strive to maintain three forms of respect:
respect for the learning environment, respect for yourself and
your instrument, and respect for teachers and classmates. The
following guidelines will help preserve a positive atmosphere at
STEP group classes.

RESPECT THE
LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

• Arrive on time. Use the restroom before class.
• Help us keep the facility clean.
• No food or drink in the Sanctuary.
• Parents and siblings can help create a quiet, focused learning environment by keeping cell phones, conversations,
and other distractions outside the classroom.

RESPECT
YOURSELF
AND YOUR
INSTRUMENT

• Try your best at all times!
• Handle your instrument with care.
• Remember to smile and have fun!

RESPECT FOR
TEACHERS
AND
CLASSMATES

• Please avoid playing or talking out of turn.
• Congratulate others on a job well done.

10
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Concerts &
Performance Events

M

usic is for sharing! We encourage all of our students
to perform often, both as soloists and within groups.
While the opportunity for performing solos is given
at the weekly STEP recitals, group performances and concerts
are presented each semester, with volunteer concert opportunities throughout the year. Concert venues include our regular
group facility, Disneyland, cultural exchange celebrations, and
local retirement homes. Few things gladden the heart as much as
children playing music together, and we are eager to provide
service concert opportunities for our students.

Winter Repertoire Concert
The STEP Winter Concert is held at San Marino Congregational
Church following the last scheduled repertoire class. This is a
formal concert performance that may include festive holiday
songs. Please check the website calendar for specific date and
time.
Concert Dress is required (see page 13 for details).

Spring Repertoire Concert
The STEP Spring Concert is held at San Marino Congregational
Church on the last scheduled Monday group night. This is a
casual, fun-filled evening concert of classical, fiddle, and folk
music. Please check the website calendar for specific date and
time.
This is a fun-filled evening!
11

Concerto Night
This special Monday night class gives students the opportunity
to perform with the STEP faculty orchestra, not just a piano!
Please check the website calendar for specific date and time.
Please wear Casual Concert dress (see page 13 for details).

Retirement home concerts
Retirement home performances are a volunteer opportunity to
perform for local audiences. They are offered throughout the
year but especially following the Winter Concert. Participation is
optional, and sign-up is requested in advance.

Tour Group Performances
STEP’s Tour Group provides an opportunity for advanced musicians to continue their pursuit of musical excellence in collaboration with their peers, to demonstrate their musical mastery in
performance at new and interesting locations, and to learn the
responsibility and independence that only a touring experience
can provide. As the premier senior performing ensemble of
STEP, Tour Group rehearses once each month to study advanced repertoire, develop ensemble skills, foster musical passion, and set the foundation for lifelong appreciation of music.
Past tours have included New York City, including a visit to
Carnegie Hall, and San Francisco. Local events include an annual favorite; performance of the Star Spangled Banner for a
Quakes baseball game in Rancho Cucamonga, which led to performance opportunities before a Mets game at Shea Stadium
and a Giants game at AT&T Park. Tour Group also participates
in master class opportunities with visiting artists and enjoys musical and social enrichment provided by cultural exchanges with
other youth musical ensembles. Students who have achieved a
high level of playing (Suzuki Book 6) and have been recommended by their individual teacher are eligible to apply.
12

CONCERT
DRESS FOR
GIRLS

CONCERT
DRESS FOR
BOYS

CASUAL
CONCERT
DRESS

CONCERT
AND
RECITAL
ETIQUETTE

White long sleeved, button-down, collared blouse
Black knee-length skirt OR Black dress pants
Black tights OR Black socks
Black, closed-toe dress shoes (no tennis shoes)
Hair tied back

White long sleeves, button-down, collared shirt
Black dress pants
Black socks
Black, closed-toe dress shoes (no tennis shoes)
Black belt, optional

For both girls and boys:
STEP t-shirts or STEP sweatshirts, blue jeans and sneakers

Help each performer and audience member remain free of distractions by observing good concert etiquette:
• Please no flash photography during the performance.
• Please silence all cell phones, other noisemakers.
• Please hold conversations outside the concert.
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Disneyland
The Disneyland Performance is a highlight event for STEP participants. Our history of sending top quality performance video
auditions regularly enables STEP to be granted a performance
date at the “Happiest Place on Earth!” The application is placed
every year with a current video audition.

REQUIREMENTS

Students age 7 years and older are eligible to perform.
Minimum playing requirement is Allegro by Suzuki and teacher
recommendation.
Participants must attend all rehearsals and taping session in order to perform at Disneyland.
Written commitment, waivers, and sign-up sheets are available
at weekly class.
Concert Dress required for taping and performance.

TAPING
AND REHEARSALS

To make a current audition video for the application, the taping
process occurs during the normal Monday group time. Please
see the calendar for specific date and time.
Performers get into
Disneyland free.
Parents,
friends,
and family may receive a discounted
entrance fee.
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Special Events

Music Celebration Events

T

ypically held every-other year, Music Celebration and
Cultural Exchange events are all-day or multi-day events
held with other Suzuki groups from around the country
and our local community. These events are similar to summer
Suzuki institutes and include repertoire classes and enrichment
classes taught by STEP teachers and guest clinicians. The event
culminates in a final concert where all the students, teachers, and
guest faculty have fun performing together.
For enrolled STEP students, the costs for these events are included in the annual activity fee.
These events are priceless experiences for our students. These
events will open the door for our students to connect with other
musicians through a common interest. Please make sure you
save this date in your calendar so you don’t miss out.

Guest artists, clinicians,
and master classes
STEP periodically invites reputable guest teachers and artists to
work with the students. Activities with these professionals may
include exclusive performances for the students, special group
classes, and individual master classes. Consult with your individual teacher about participating in these events. The master classes are typically offered for an additional fee.
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Practice-a-thon
Every year, STEP has a fundraiser, the Practice-A-Thon. This is
a wonderful opportunity to raise funds for much-needed scholarships and also subsidizes other activities of the organization
that are not completely covered by tuition, such as Concerto
Night, Disneyland, and special Workshops.
A Practice-A-Thon is an event in which students compete for
the most hours practiced during a one-week period. Students
find their own sponsors who sponsor per minute/hour practiced or have the option of sponsoring a set amount for the upcoming week of practice. Forms for the Practice-A-Thon can be
found on the STEP website in the month in which the event is
held. The event is designed to begin with each student lining up
sponsors. An officially designated “Practice Week” then follows.
Finally, a week is allowed for collection of funds, which are
turned in at Group class at the end of the week. After the results
are tallied, awards and certificates are presented at group the
next week.
Awards for the most hours practiced are awarded to the top
winners in a number of age groups.
To qualify for awards, students must have a minimum of three
sponsors. ALL students who return moneys will receive a certificate of participation for their diligent practicing.
The Practice-a-Thon has become a win-win event for our STEP
community. It is eagerly anticipated by students (who
not only receive a beautiful
certificate each year, but also try to achieve a Personal
Best in practicing), parents
(whose students are motivated to continue practicing
daily), and teachers (who
can build on the results of
additional practicing).

16
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Meet the STEP
Faculty

STEP was formed with the intent to offer quality music education options for all families. Each teacher on the STEP faculty
has approved teacher-training from the Suzuki Association of
the Americas (SAA) and continues to receive additional training
to stay fresh and innovative in pedagogical approaches.

CONTACT
US

For up-to-date information about STEP, including the current
calendar and class schedule, please refer to our website:
www.suzukieducation.com
Communication from STEP is sent via stepsuzuki@gmail.com
SMAC-LA Website: www.suzukimusiclosangeles.com
SAA Website: www.suzukiassociation.org
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Liz Arbus, Teacher Trainer, Violin, Viola
Pasadena
lizarbus@me.com
(626) 388-5669
Liz Arbus is a SAA Sanctioned Teacher Trainer. She received
her Bachelor’s degree in Music Education at Illinois State University and her Master’s degree in Violin Performance at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville where she studied with
renowned Suzuki Teacher Trainer, John Kendall. Other influential teachers were Jaques Iraelievitch, Sally Thomas, Zoya Leybin
and Helen Callus, along with all the old and new friends and colleagues from the music world! Ms. Arbus taught Suzuki violin in
Berkeley, CA for five years before moving to Pasadena. She
taught with Pasadena Suzuki Music Program from 1985-2002.
Liz helped co-found Suzuki Talent Education of Pasadena in
the fall of 2002. Ms. Arbus teaches at Suzuki Institutes throughout the United States. She has also taught in Costa Rica and
Sweden. Liz continues studies in Baroque violin along with attending teacher workshops gathering new ideas. In teaching
children, she sees the hope and joy that learning brings and
strives to create a lifelong connection to a marvelous musical
tradition.
Laurie Niles, Violin
Pasadena/San Marino
laurie@violinist.com
(626) 376-2755
Laurie Niles has been teaching for more than 20 years and enjoys teaching children of all ages. She has a Bachelor’s degree in
music from Northwestern University and a Master’s degree in
journalism from Indiana University. She is registered with the
Suzuki Association of the Americas in all 10 Suzuki books, having trained in Suzuki pedagogy at the University of Denver with
James Maurer and also with Helen Brunner, Mark Bjork, Ellie
LeRoux and Enid Cleary at the Colorado Suzuki Institute. Laurie is the founder and editor of Violinist.com, where she promotes the teaching, learning, performance and appreciation of
the violin to an audience of nearly 200,000 readers around the
world each month. An experienced orchestral violinist, she also
freelances in the Los Angeles area.
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Kelly Christ, Violin, Viola
Sierra Madre
kelly.m.christ@gmail.com
(626) 222-7919
Kelly has been teaching violin and viola for 8 years and has experience teaching students aged 3-83. She started violin with the
Suzuki method when she was 5 years old. She has taken both
violin and viola lessons with Margaret Shimizu, Samuel Goh,
and Elisa Boynton. She received a B.A. in Psychology from
Lewis & Clark College (in Portland, OR), which she has found
to be profoundly helpful in her teaching. Her training includes a
2 year apprenticeship with Martha Shackford (Violin Books 1-10
& Viola Books 1-3), Oregon Suzuki Institute training with Betsy
Stuen-Walker (Viola Books 3-4), and the Suzuki Principles in
Action course with Susan Baer. She performed professionally
with dozens of groups in Portland, before relocating to her
hometown of Sierra Madre. She is a proud member of the Suzuki Association of the Americas, the Suzuki Music Association
of California-Los Angeles, and the Suzuki Talent Education of
Pasadena. In her free time, she enjoys cooking, practicing yoga,
watching TV shows with her husband, and singing and dancing
with her son.
Cheryl Scheidemantle, Violin, Viola
Pasadena/San Marino
cscheidemantle@polytechnic.org
(626) 585-8894
Violinist Cheryl Scheidemantle received her Ph.D. in violin performance at New York University. She earned a Master of Music degree at the Juilliard School in New York City and her
Bachelor of Music degree at Willamette University in Salem, Oregon. Her teachers have included Dorothy Delay, Margaret
Pardee, Paul Kantor, Amy Barlowe, and William Lincer. Ms.
Scheidemantle currently is on the faculty of the Polytechnic
School in Pasadena, teaches with Suzuki Talent Education of
Pasadena, and has held the position of Artist-in-Residence at
Whittier College. Ms. Scheidemantle is past-president of the
Board of Directors of the Suzuki Music Association of California. The mother of three Suzuki-trained grown children, Ms.
Scheidemantle enjoys working with students of all ages.
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Nikkia Cox, Violin, Viola
Pasadena
coxmusicstudios@gmail.com
(952) 486-1706
Violinist and pedagogue Nikkia Cox received her B.A. in Violin Performance from the University of Northwestern-St.
Paul and a Master’s of Music in Violin Pedagogy from the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her violin teachers include Roger Frisch, Bernard Zink, and Milana Reiche, and her
pedagogy training was with Darcy Drexler, Mimi Zweig and
Scott Cook. She served as concertmaster with the UWM
Symphony Orchestra and UNW Orchestra and was a member of the Bloomington Symphony, Rochester Symphony,
Metropolitan Symphony and the Gilbert & Sullivan Opera
Orchestra. In addition to performing, Ms. Cox is passionate
about teaching the violin. She specializes in teaching very
young children using a comprehensive approach drawn from
her studies of renowned pedagogues Shin'ichi Suzuki, Paul
Rolland, Dorthy Delay, Ivan Galamian and Mimi Zweig. She
has had a strong private violin studio since 2002, worked at
the String Academy of Wisconsin from 2011-2013, and is currently on faculty at STEP (Suzuki Talent Education of Pasadena), PYSO (Pasadena Youth Symphony Orchestras), and
teaches at Polytechnic School. She lives in Pasadena with her
husband, composer and orchestrator Jordan M. Cox, and enjoys yoga, hiking and playing bluegrass music.
Sandra Wu, Staff Accompanist
Sandra Wu has been teaching, accompanying and performing
piano for over 20 years. Ms. Wu received her Bachelor’s and
Master’s of Music in Piano Performance under Professor
Francoise Régnat at California State University, Northridge.
Ms. Wu actively performs as a soloist as well as accompanying various instrumentalists and vocalists during concerts and
auditions. Ms. Wu’s performances include The Splendor of
the Great Wall with International Opera Artist Oscar Zhang,
and she was also invited to be faculty pianist for Kunming International Music Festival. Ms. Wu is a member of the Music
Teacher Association of California and has been staff accompanist for Suzuki Talent Education of Pasadena for the past 7
years.
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